We are concerned with a necessary condition of the CauchyKowalevski theorem for the differential operator L with the analytic coefficients in the neighbourhood of the origin: 
Professor S. Mizohata [3] defined the weight q of L by g = Min{4; order a/f, x; d)<.q-j 9 j = l, 2,,.., m} 5 and, denoting by hj(t, x; 5) the homogeneous part of a y (t, x; 3) with order q • j, he showed that, in order that the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for L hold at the origin, it is necessary that /i/O, x;d) = Q 0 = 1, 2,.. .,m), if
Mr. M. Miyake [2] investigates the first order operator L 
Let
Then our theorem is also represented as follows.
In order that the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for L hold at the origin, it is necessary that

Pv<Pk-
Remarks. Suppose that the Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem for L holds at the origin.
1) The theorem says that the (/, a) for which p= , J a [ -r satisfy |a|:gy. This implies p^l.
2) In dj(t, x; d) we observe the terms aj(x
The a theorem says that there does not exist the terms for which \<x\=p(l+j) unlessp<i. We have therefore |a|<l+j, i.e. |a|^7". That is ordera}(x;
2, Formal Solution and Recurrence Formula
We treat the following Cauchy problem;
We denote the formal solution of (2.2) by u(t, x)~E<"«"(*)=Z n n ...,u™(x)), then (u n (x)} are determined by the recurrence formula:
This also gives the recurrence formula for {u' n (x)}: where we choose the number n 0 in such a way that n 0^M ax {n(j, a) + l} and that p m n 0 is an integer.
Lemma 1, for «ŵ /iere 8 n (j, a) = (7(7, n-n(7, a)-l) We assume N^l and let j 0 be the minimum number satisfying Nj = N. We treat in the first place the case of one variable, and we see that the general case is reducible, in some sense, to that of one variable.
Case of one variable. We can put by Lemma 1,
where {oc w (x)} satisfy the following a M (x) = 0 for n:p-n non integer, for n: p-n integer.
From the assumption and at this time we may assume (see S. Mizohata [3] p.
225, [4])
Hereafter we denote briefly a fl = a n (0), flj, a = 0"Ja >a) (0). Then we have from (3.5) the recurrence formula for {ftj:
where for k^p-n, In fact, if k r is defined, then fc r+1 is defined as the minimum number h (h > k r ) satisfying Accordingly, it suffices to prove the following fact:
If, posing briefly fc r =fe, for all j:j = l,2,...
then
We show that this fact is valid as follows: We have from (3.6) /(*)= £ e ' 9 «jcP(«-"o) = j;' e ie nx P(«-«o).
pn:integer
Then we have from (3.1)
where \lj n (B m \m<ri) depends only on 9 m (m<n). We determine 6 n in such a way that e n = arg ^n(0 m ; m < n) -arg a n and 0 no = 0.
For this /(x), we have If necessary, we make the above substitution and observing one of the variables x i9 for example jc l9 we follow our reasoning in the case of one variable: If we adopt a function of x:f(x) as then the formal solution ^t n v n (x) for f(x) can not converge in any neighn bourhood of the origin. This completes the proof of the theorem.
